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Pillsbury™ Professional Mixes are tailored to meet the
culinary needs of each operator and right-sized to be
a perfect back-of-house fit. These professional baking
mixes deliver quality and consistency that operators
and consumers will love.

Bakers Plus Yellow Cake Mix
#22424 | 6/4.5 Lb

Buttermilk Pancake Mix
#27530 | 6/5 Lb

Jalapeño Ranch Dressing
#183605 | 4/1 Gal

Chile Lime Dressing
#183615 | 4/1 Gal
Bursting with cumin, chili
powder, lime and orange
juice, it's a perfect choice
for southwest salads,
dips, and more.

This specialty dressing
combines spicy ancho
peppers and jalapeño for
heat, balanced by a cool,
creamy ranch base with
herbs for complex flavor
without overwhelming
spiciness.

Potato French Fry Rings
#586150 | 6/4 Lb

Breaded Creamy Ricotta
Cheese Bites
#343635 | 4/3 Lb

Flavorful herbed ricotta blended with mozzarella and
asiago cheese, lightly coated in Italian breadcrumbs -
the perfect balance of texture and flavor.

Mess free and easy to customize with a sauce or
seasoning, this is the perfect grab and go snack,
signature side, or unique sandwich topper.
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CHECK OUT THE BOGO REBATE AT
WWW.BIRITE.COM/RESOURCES/REBATES/

https://birite.com/resources/rebates/
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Joy Cones are trusted for their
premium quality ingredients,
perfect crisp texture, and
versatility, enhancing the ice
cream experience for consumers
and professionals alike.

#310 Sugar Cone
#235435 | 1/200 Ct

#6216 Regular
Jacketed Waffle Cone
#235445 | 12/18 Ct

#6228 Medium
Waffle Cone
#235440 | 12/19 Ct

ETA
4/10#30 Cake Cone, Flat Bottom

Regular | #235450 | 6/100 Ct
Jacketed | #235455 | 6/100 Ct

Chocolate Sea Salt
Snack Bar
#168026 | 72/1.83 Oz

Honey Cinnamon Peanut
Butter Snack Bar
#168025 | 72/1.90 Oz

At RXBAR, simple means that their products are made
with as few ingredients as possible. These ingredients
are derived from real foods and are minimally processed.
Their protein bars are made from ingredients you might
find in your kitchen or pantry.

Tomato Base Caldo de Tomate
#40555 | 4/4.4 Lb

Knorr® Professional Caldo de Tomate con sabor de Pollo
has been a staple in Latin kitchens since 1961, offering
authentic flavor for dishes like pollo guisado and arroz
con habichuelas. It is versatile for various uses, shelf-
stable, and yields 41 gallons of stock per unit, providing
cost savings and efficiency in the kitchen.

Sabert's ecologically conscious Green Collection
features a comprehensive range of molded fiber pulp
compostable bases paired with pulp lids, encompassing
a variety of items including soup bowls, containers,
catering platters, and plates.

2 Oz Pulp Portion Cup
Cup | #728103 | 20/100
Lid | #728104 | 20/100

4 Oz Pulp Portion Cup
Cup | #728105 | 20/100
Lid | #728106 | 20/100
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